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Luxury Upholstery Velvet - FR
Available Colours:

Product code:
Selected Colour:
Width:
Price:

Platinum

Biscuit

Black

Boysenberry

Cedar

Charcoal

Dark Grey

Dark Royal

Dark Sky

Heather

Lemon

Olive

Amethyst

Pumpkin

Saffron

Silver Grey

Steel

Teal

Wine

KBT9102-F136-U8
Platinum
150cm
£14.99/mtr

Description:
Introducing an elegant collection of a high quality upholstery velvet fabric.

This exceptional fabric is ideal for upholstery projects as the sleek and smooth velvet boasts a surface
which is beautifully soft to the touch, yet has a toughened underside which adds to the durability of the
velvet.
This superior velvet fabric has a closely napped smooth and sleek pile which seems to melt to the touch so
it looks and feels great on;

Sofas
Armchairs
Heavy Drapes
Cushions
Headboards

The tough underside layer gives the extra dimension of strength to the velvet, a helping hand to the
natural durability of this high quality fabric.

The fabric meets the requirements of the 1988 fire regulations act, section Bs5852. Being fire retardant
also makes it the ideal choice to use for public spaces as they often have to adhere to strict guidelines.
This fabric is popular with hotels, bars and restaurants and is used for seating, wall panels and soft
furnishings.

Vintage furniture or pieces that need a little TLC could be dramatically transformed by changing the fabric
and upcycling to this velvet. Opulent one off pieces like a vintage chaise lounge or a sleek 60's sofa can be
given a new lease of life. The colours available in the plush velvet are a sophisticated range of block
colours from deep tones of berry to cool teal. These would work well in contemporary or classic interior
designs.
If you want to see more about this velvet and its uses, have a look at our informative Blog,
Smooth Operator - Luxury Soft Feel Upholstery Velvet

Sleek smooth and soft
Rich colour
100 % Polyester
Fire retardant BS5852

Samples available Call us on 0121 359 2349 to get a free fabric sample
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